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ABSTRACf 

Different ways are considered of formulating a conneelion between the strengt h of verbal inflectional morphology 
and the obligatory m ovement of the flnite verb to J• (i.e. to the lefl of a medial adverbial or of negation), and two 
main alternatives are anived at. One is from Rohrbacher (1994:108): V"-to-1• movement iff 151 and 2nd person are 
distinctively marked at least once. The other will be suggesled in section 3: v•-to-J• mavement iff all "core' tenses 
are inflected for person. It is argued that the latter approach has certain both conceptual and empirical 
advantages ( e.g. w hen considering the loss of v•-to-J• m ovement in English). 
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l. Introduction: V"-to-1° movement 

SVO-languages fall into two groups, w hen one considers the relative order of the finite 
verb and e.g. an adverbial that occurs between the subject and the compiement of the 
verb: Bither the finite verb must follow the adverbial, as in English1, Danish, (modem 
spoken) Faroese and also Norwegian and Swedish, see (1), or the finite verb must 
precede the adverbial, as in Icelandic, Yiddish, and French, see (2). 

( l )  a .  En. That John o f ten eats tomatces ( surprises most people) 
b .  Da. At Johan ofte spiser tomater ( overrasker de fleste) 
c. Fa. At J6n ofta e tur tomat ir ( kemur Ovart a tey flestu) 
d .  Ic. *AO J6n af t bo rO ar t6mata ( kemur flesturo å Ovart) 
e. Y i. *Az Janas oft es t pomidorn ( is a xidesh far alemen) 
f .  Fr. *Q u e Jean souvent mange des tomates ( surprend tout le mande) 

( 2 )  a .  En. *That John eats aften tomatces ( surprises most people )  
b .  Da. *At Johan spiser ofte tomater ( overrasker de fleste) 
c. Fa. *At J6n e tur ofta tomat ir ( kemur 6vart å tey flestu) 
d .  re. AO JOn borOar oft tOmat a ( kemur flestum å Ovart) 
e.  Y i. A z Jonas es t oft pomidorn ( is a xidesh far alemen) 
f .  Fr. Que Jean mange aauvent des tomates ( surprend tout le mande) 

For more examples of this difference2, see Rohrbacher (1994:30-67), Vilmer (1995:132-

1 In all languages except English, all fmite verbs behave alike. In English, however, the claim that the finit e 
verb must follow the adverbial only holds for main verbs. All ftnite forms of the modal verbs and o f the verb 
be precede the adverbial, whereas tbe verbs have and do precede the adverbial when used as auxiliaries 
modais but not (do) or only rather marginally (have, contra Polleck 1989:368, (6e·h)) precede the adverbial 
when used as main verbs: 

(i) En. a. Peter 
b.  Peter 
c. Peter 
d . ??Peter 
e .  Peter 
f .  *Peter 
g .  Peter 

will probably 
w as aften 
w as o f ten 
has o f ten 
has aften 
do es never 
did not 

be at the party (modal ve r b) 
very polite (be as main verb) 
asked about his past (be as auxiliary) 
problems with his computer (have as main verb) 
had problems with his computer (have as auxiliary) 
the dishes (do as main verb) 
do the dishes (do as auxiliary) 

The alternative sequence, the fmite verb foliowing the adverbial, is either always possible (do and have as 
main verbs, (id,f)} or possible e.g. when stressed or focussed (as pointed out by Riehard Kayne, p.c., though 
see also e.g. Pollock 1989:370, n8}: 

(ii) En. Who will be at the party? Peter probably will 

This order (adverbial · fmite verb) is never possible for any fmite verbs in the languages that allow all types 
of fmite verbs befare the adverbial, e.g. Icelandic, Yiddish, and Freneh. 

2In the Freneh examples above, the verb is subjunctive rather than indicative. There is however no relevant 
difference between subjunctive and indicative with respect to the relative position of the verb and tb e 
adverbial (neither in Freneh nor in Icelandic, the only other one of the languagesin question to have rela· 
tively widely used subjunctive): 
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151), and many others. 
Foliowing Emonds (1978) and PolJock (1989), this difference has been fre

quently discussed in the literature, see e.g. Holmberg & Platzack (1988, 1990), Platzack 
& Holmberg (1989), Chomsky (1991), Roberts (1993), Rohrbacher (1994), various con
tributions to Hornstein & Lightfoot (1994), and Vikner (1995), which all analyse it as a 
question of whether the verb bas undergane movement.3 In (1), the finite verb occurs in 
its base position, i.e. irrunediately preceding an object or a non-finite verb, wbereas in 
(2), it bas undergane v•-to-1• movement, tbat is, mavement to the position wbere the 
inflectional endings are taken to be base-generated. This mavement is illustrated in (3), 
where the media! adverbial is taken to be adjoined to VP. 

( i )  Fr. 

( i i )  Fr. 

(iii)  le. 

( i  v) le. 

a. 

Jean ne eroit pas 
Jean believes not 

� 
que la lune so i t 

Ad v � 
vraiment fa i te de fromage 

b .  * que la lune vraiment so i t fa i te de fromage 

a. 
b .  

a. 
b .  

a. 
b .  

that the moon is(subj.) really is(subj.) made o f cheese 

* 

Jean eroit 
Jean believes 

que la 
que la 

� 
lune es t 
lune 

Ad v � 
vraiment fa i te de fromage 
vraiment es t fait e de fromage 

that the moon is( ind.) real ly is( ind.) made o f eheese 

� MY__ v• 

Jon s eg ir a o tungliO se reyndar ur ost i 
*Jon s eg ir a O tungliO reyndar se ur o sti 

J6n says that moon-the is(subj.) really is(subj.) o f cheese 

� MY__ v• 

Jon ve i t a O tungliO er reyndar ur o e t i  
*J6n ve i t a O tungliO reyndar er ur o sti 

J6n kno w s that moon-the is( ind.) really is( ind.) of cheese 
based on Thråi.nsson (1991:119, (175)) 

3schaufele (1995) argues against such an analysis, taking Italian, Serbo-Croat, and Vedic Sanskrit to provide 
c ounterexamples. However, as Schaufele (1995:11·13) admits, for each ofthe these three cases, there are 
various problems with his alternative analyses. 
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(3) CP 

C' 

c• IP 

DP I' 

r• VP 

L 
VP 

V' 

v• DP 

In this paper, I shall leave aside the exact nature of the landing site 
(including the question of whether I• should be split up into two elements, Agr0 and 
Tns0, see e.g. Pollock 1989:383, Belletti 1990:27 or Chomsky 1991:433), and concentrate 
on what exactly triggers this movement of the finite verb. I shall follow the general sug
gestion first made by Kosmeijer (1986) that the presence or absence of V0-to·1° 
mavement is linked to the strength of inflection, but I will argue below (against most 
other treatments, including Vilener 1995:136) that all tenses, not only the present tense, 
are relevant, as the crucial sign of a strong inflection is that person inflection occurs in 
every tense. 

In section 2, I discuss various suggestions already made in the literature of 
how to formulate a link between the strength of verbal inflectional morphology and the 
obligatory mavement of the finite verb to Io, showing that the most convincing sugges
tion is the one made by Rohrbacher {1994). Where section 2 goes through different 
positions actually suggested in the literature, the various suggestions in section 3 are only 
various possibilities on the way to my final alternative formulation of the link between 
inflection and V0-to-Io movement. Section 4 discusses the different diachronic con
sequences of the two analyses and section 5 contains the conclusion. 

2. Agreement inflection 

In the rest of this paper, i t will be assumed that there is a link between the "strength" of 
verbal inflectional morphology and the obligatory mavement of the finite verb to Io (i. e. 
to a position left of a media! adverb ), as first suggested by Kosmeijer (1986). 

Before discussing exactly how to define "strong" inflection, here are first the 
relevant verbal paradigros of the relevant languages:4 

4ju. is an abbreviation for the Dutch 2nd person plural prooounjul/ie, andji. stands for the Frisian 2nd 
person plural proooun jimme. The Freoch siogular and 3ro person plural forms ecoute, ecoutes, ecoute, 
ecoutent areall prooounced the same: (e'kut]. 
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(4) hear, infmitive, imperatives, participles, and simple present indicative: 

English Dania h Faroase leelandie 

Infinitive h e ar høre hoyra heyra 

Imperative 
Singular h e ar hør hoyr heyr 
Plural h e ar hør hoy4o) heyriO 

Partieiples 
Present hearing hørende hoyrandi heyrandi 
Pas t heard hørt hoyrt heyrt 

Present 
18t sing. I h e ar jeg hører eg hoyri eg heyri 
2st s ing. you h e ar du hører t (i hoyrir J;> u heyrir 
3st s ing. h e h e ars han hører han n hoyrir han n heyrir 

1st plur. w e h e ar vi hører vi t hoyra viO heyrum 
2st plur. you h e ar I hører tit hoyra l;> i O heyriO 
3st plur. they h e ar de hører tey hoyra );>e ir heyra 

Different 2 l 3 s 
forms 

Dut e h Frisian German Yiddiah Prene h 

Inf. horen hearre(n) horen her n ecouter (listen' 

Imp. 
Sg. hoor h e ar hor her ecoute 
Pl. horen h e ar hor t her t ecoutez 

Part. 
Prs. horend hearrend horend herndik ecoutant 
Pst. gehoord heard gehort gehert ecoute 

Pres. 
lsg. i k hoor i k h e ar ich hore ikh her j' ecoute 
2sg. j e hoort du hearst du horst du herst t u ecoutes 
3sg. hi j hoort h y h e art er hor t er her t il ecoute 

lp l .  w e horen wy hearre w ir horen m ir her n nous ecoutons 
2pl. ju. horen j i. hearre ihr hor t ir hert vous ecoutez 
3pl. z e horen h j a  hearre sie horen zey her n il s ecoutent 

Forms 3 4 4 4 3 ( l/3s=2s=3p) 

Dutch, Frisian and German are only included for the sake of morphological com

parison, as it is very difficult or even impossible to determine whether these three SOV

Ianguages have v•-to-I• movement or not (see e.g. Haider 1993:58-66, Koopman 1995, 

Schwart2 & Vikner 1995:46-50, and Vikner 1995:152-157). 
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2.1 V"-to-JD movement ifthere is any inflection 

If there is a connection between strength of inflection and V0·to·l0 movement, the 
simplest version of such a hypothesis must be one that says that there should be Y0-t0-1° 
movement if there is any verbal inflection at all (i.e. if the finite verb shows any 
agreement with the subject as to person or number), and that only in the complete 
absence of such inflection would it be possible for the finite verb to occur in its base 
position (to the right of the media! adverbial). Such a very simple version of the 
hypothesis is clearly wrong, as it would predict that only those languages which have no 
person/nurober inflection at all (i.e. Danish and also Norwegian, and Swedish) have no 
V0-tO-l0 movement. However, as we saw in (l) and (2) above, more languages Jack 
VO-to·l0 movement than these three, namely also (at least) English and Faroese.5 

2.2 V"-to-1° movement ifl0 is strong 

The next IogicaJ possibility is to say that mere presence of inflection is not enough to 
trigger V0-to-l0 movement, but that inflection has to be "strong". In other words, the 
crucial difference is no longer between any inflection and no inflection but between a 
relatively rich inflectional system and a relatively poor one. This is the view defended in 
the papers that were the first to suggest a link between inflection and V0-tO-I0 
movement: Kosmeijer (1986), Holmberg & Platzack (1988, 1990), and Platzack (1988), 
which all discuss the Scandinavian languages (as opposed to Emonds 1978 and Pollock 
1989 which deal with English and French). 

Saying that a "strong" inflectional system (i.e. the presence of a substantial 
number of distinctions on the finite verb w.r.t. person and number) are needed to cause 
VO-to·l0 movement to take place is not very interesting if we do not try to answer the 
question of exactly how high the number of distinctions has to be in order to count as 
substantial. This brings us to a very serious problem for this version of the hypothesis, 
namely that both Faroese and French have three different forms, but whereas French 
has V0·to-JO movement, (modem spoken) Faroese does not. 

5 As for the question how the slems of the finit e verbs in English and Faroese are UDited with their inflec
tional endings (-s in English 3sg, -i in Faroese lsg. -(i)r in Faroese 2sg and 3sg), at least two possibilities 
exist: 

One possibility is that these inflectional elements are actually base-generaled in r•, and subsequently 
moved downwards to join up with the verb in the base-generated position of the latter. This idea is found in 
Emonds (1976, 1978), PoUock (1989), Chomsky (1991), Rizzi (1990:22-24), among others, and it is ultimately 
derived from tb e afftx hopping analysis of Chomsky (1957). 

Another possibility is t hat the verb is already fuUy inflected w hen it is taken from the lexicon and 
inserted at D-structure. lts inflectioo is then "checked against' the features o f the functional heads that it 
moves through during the course o f tb e derivation, irrespective of w bether t bis m ovement tak es place at S
structure (e.g Frencb) or at LF (e.g. Englishor Faroese). In tbis case, says Cbomsky (1993:28), "we need no 
longer adopt tbe Emonds-PoUock assumption that in English type languages I lowers to V. V will have tbe 
inflectional features befare SpeU-Out in any event, and tb e cbecking procedure may take place anywhere, in 
particular, after LF movement. French-type and Englisb-type languages now look alike at LF, whereas 
lowering of I in the latter would have produced adjunction structures quite unlike those of tbe raising 
languages.' 
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2.3 V0-to-l0 movement if there are distinctions in person 

An alternative to the idea of "substantial number of distinctions" is given by Platzack 

(1988:233) and Platzack & Holmberg (1989:70), who suggest that V0-to-I" movement is 
triggered by the existence of distinctions between different persons. This is done in order 

to account for the foliowing difference: In the Swedish dialeet Ålvdalsmålet (spoken in 

Dalecarlia, western central Sweden) there are both number and person distinctions, 

whereas in the Norwegian dialeet Hallingmålet (central southern Norway) the verb is 

only inflected for number, not for person. The foliowing paradigros are based on 

Levancter (1909:62-63, 80, 84-88)(Ålvdalsmålet) and on Venås (1977:156, 164, 167, 177, 

188)(Hallingmålet): 

(5) hear, infrnitive, imperatives, participles, and simple present indicative: 

Xlvdalsmålet Ballingmålet 
(Sweden) (Norway) 

Infinitive hOr a høyræ 

Imperative Singul ar hore høyr 
Imperative Plural hOr ir hø y r 

Present Participle horend høyran 
Pas t Participle hort høyrt 

Present 1st e ing. i g horer e høyre 
2at e ing. du horer du hø y re 
3st s ing. an horer han n høyre 

1st plur. u ir h o rum m e høyræ 
2st plur. ir hor ir de høyræ 
3St plur. dier hor a dæi høyræ 

Different forms 4 2 

Only Ålvdalsmålet has V0-tO-l0 movement (negation taking over the role of the media! 

adverb as an indication of whether V0-to-r movement has taken place): 

� ID!g 
( 6 )  Ad. Ba fe dye at ig uild int fy om 

Just because that I would not follow him 

(from Levancler 1909:123, see also Platzack & Holmberg 1989:70) 

�v· 
(7 ) Hd. Kall me ko ru vill, bærræ ru ikkji kalla me æin dretukjæse 

Call me what you will, if-only you not call me a turd-rennet 

(from Venås 1977:243, see also Trosterud 1989:91 and Platzack & Holmberg 1989:70) 

However, like the previous version of the hypothesis, this one also predicts 

that Faroese and French should both have V0-to-l0 movement, which is not correct for 

Faroese. Taking into account that French does and (modem spoken) Faroese does not 

have VO-to-1° movement, Platzack & Holmherg's suggestion would have to be amended 
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to say that what counts is whether person distirretions are present in the plural (and that 
the singular is irrelevant), as is indeed suggested in Roberts (1993:267, (58)). 

2.4 V0-to-l0 movement if overt distinct number morphology 

The obvious question then is why plural rather than singular (if person distirretions in 
singular rather than in plural were relevant, we would expect Faroese but not French to 
have V0-tO-J0 movement, exactly contrary to faet). In order to avoid this problem, 
Roberts (1993:272, (65)) suggests that V0-tO-I0 mavement is triggered by the existence of 
"overt distirret number morphology". In Ålvdalsmålet, there are distirret endings which 
are marked plural, -um ,-er, and also one which is marked singular, -ar, which is suffi
cient to trigger V0-tO-I0 movement. In Hallingmålet, on the other band, there is a distinct 
ending marked singular, -e, but no distirret plural ending, as Roberts takes the plural 
form to have no ending at all, cf. that it is identical to the infinitive. 

Applying this version of the hypothesis to the languages discussed above, we 
obtain the correct predictions that Icelandic, Yiddish, and French (like Ålvdalsmålet) all 
have V0-tO-I0 mavement and that English, Danish, Faroese, and also Norwegian and 
Swedish (like Hallingmålet), on the other hand, do not have VO-to-1" movement. 

Roberts (1993:335, nll) presupposes that distinct endings are present in the 
underlying forms in the singular in French (an assumption which goes back at least to 
Schane 1968:69). Otherwise French would be like Hallingmålet and Faroese, except that 
here it would be singular rather than plural which was marked by absence of endings, 
rather than by distinct endings. 

In Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish, distirret endings are present, cf. that in 
Danish the present tense form, hører, is distirret from both the infinitive, høre, and the 
imperative, hør. But although there are distirret endings in the present tense in these 
three languages, they can be analysed as endings of tense, and not of personfnumber, as 
they are the same in all persons in both singular and plural. Historieally (see also section 
4.3 below), Middle Danish had a system like Hallingmålet, a distirret ending in the 
singular, -ær, but the plural was identical to the infinitive, -æ. When the singular ending 
generalised to the plural (a process starting in the west of Denmark before 1400, 
probably completed in the spoken language around 1600, Skautrup 1947:355, though the 
plural forms only disappeared completely in print around 1900), it also lost its number 
significance, and became a marker of tense. 

English and Faroese on the other hand are very much like Hallingmålet, in 
that they have distirret endings which are marked singular, English -s (3sg), Faroese -i 
(lsg) and -ir (2sg, 3sg), but apparently no distirret plural endings. Roberts (1993) assumes 
that the plural forms in both languages have no ending at all, cf. that they are identical 
e.g. to the infinitive. 

This is actually not true for Faroese, as shown in Rohrbaeher (1994:100-102): 
Consideration of Faroese verbs from other conjugational classes indicates that the plural 
form eannot generally be assumed to be identical to the stem. Whereas i t is true for the 
verb given by Roberts (1993:267) kasta 'throw' that the same form is used in present 
tense plural, in infinitive, and in imperative singular, it does not hold for verbs from 
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other classes, e.g. the one given in (4) above, hoyra 'hear'. Here it is clear that the 
present tense plural hoyra eonsists of more than the stem, given tbat the imperative 
singular is only hoyr. The same argumentation applies to Hallingmålet, also here the 
imperative singular, høyr, shows that the present tense plural form høyræ eonsists of 
more than the stem. This would mean that also from the point of view of Roberts' 
(1993:267) criterion, Faroese and HalJingmålet would be parallel to Freneh: All three 
have overt distinct number morphology, even though only the latter has V0-to-I" 
movement. 

2.5 V0-to-l0 movement ilT 1st and 2nd person are distinctively marked 

Rohrbaeher (1994:108, 118, 128) therefore suggests a different formulation of the link 
between verbal infleetion and V0-tO-l0 movement:6 

(B) The paradigm-verb raising correlate 
A language has v•-to-r• mavement if and only if in at least ene 
number af ene tense af the regular verbs, the person features [ls tl 
and [ 2°d ] are both distinctively marked . (Rohrbacher 1994:108) 

Rohrbacher goes on to define "distinetively" as meaning that l st and znd person forms 
have to differ from eaeh other, from the 3rd person form, and from the infinitive form. 

Whereas this holds for the plural of the Freneh present tense, i t does not 
hold for the plural of the Faroese present tense, where 1st, znd, and 3rd person are 
identical to each other and to the infinitive, and more importantly it does not hold for 
the singular of the Faroese present tense either, where znd and 3rd person are identical 
to eaeh other. In leelandie and in Ålvdalsmålet, the condition is fulfilled by the plural of 
the present tense, whereas in Yiddish it is the 1St and znd person singular of the present 
tense that are distinetively marked. 

All predictions made by Rohrbacher's version o f the hypothesis are factually 
correet, as far as I am aware, whieh is also why it is adopted in Vikner (1995:136). 

Nevertheless at least three different objeetions may be raised: (a) Why only }Stand znd 

but not 3rd person? (b) The definition of distinetiveness is not partieularly intuitive, and 
(c) the amount of elements that the child has to keep track of during acquisition is 
rather large. 

Tbe first ObjectiOn iS that it iS nOt intuitiveJy clear why the 1St and the znd but 
not the 3rd person have to fulfill the distinctiveness requirement. As Rohrbacher 
(1994:106) points out, the reason is that otherwise we would obtain the wrong predic
tions for leelandie and Ålvdalsmålet, where the relevant part of the paradigro is the 
plural of the present tense, and where Jrd person plural does not differ from the infini
tive. However, Robrbaeher (1994:106-08) also presents some eross-linguistic support 
(from Czech, Hungarian, Turkish, Yuma, and Hebrew) in favour of }SI and znd persons 
having to be marked, as opposed to the 3rd person which is often left unmarked, and he 

6Rohrbacher (1994:118, (48)) also requires that, in at leastone person of one tense, [ +sing) is dist inctively 
marked. As far as I can teU , tbis move foUows for theoretical reasons, and is not based on any facts, as the 
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concludes (1994:107) that as opposed to 1st and 2nd persons, yd person should be 
viewed "as the absence of person". 

The second and in my view more problematic objection is that whereas it 
may be intuitively clear why the "distinctive" (1st and 2nd person) forms have to differ 
from each other (and from the 3rd person), it is Jess clear why they also have to differ 
only from the infinitive, but not from any other forms in the rest of the paradigm. 

As Rohrbacher (1994:105-06) explains, the 1st and 2nd person forms have to 
differ from the infinitive in order to make a distinction possible between Early Modem 
English (which has no V0-tO-l0 movement, see section 4.2 below) and Yiddish (which ha� 
V0-tO-l0 movement), given that the present tense singular forms are virtually parallel in 
these two languages, the 1st person singular having no ending at all. The difference is 
that the Yiddish infinitive has an ending, whereas the Early Modem English one does 
not and so if the infinitive is included in the definition of distinctiveness, the tst person 
singular is distinctive only in Yiddish. This inelusion of the infinitive again leads to the 
exelusion of the 3rd person discussed above (to get the right predictions for leelandie and 
Ålvdalsmålet). 

As for why the "distinctive" forms do not have to differ from forms occurring 
elsewhere in the paradigm, again we need to consider Yiddish 1st person singular 
present tense. This form, ikh her, 'l hear', is identical to the imperative singular her!, 

'hear!'. Hence, this would not be distinctive if difference from all other forms in the 
paradigro was required, and Yiddish would fail to meet the requirement for V0-tO-I0 
movement, an unwanted result. However, I would guess that imperatives are at least as 
frequent in what children hear as infinitives are (if not more), and so inelucting infini
tives but exelucting e.g. imperatives in the definition of "distinctive forms" seems con
ceptually rather arbitrary.7 

In faet, there is a way of applying the alternative definition of "distinctive 
forms" which is too literal, as then not even leelandie and French should have V0-to-l0 
movement: In Ålvdalsmålet, Icelandic, and French, the 2nd person plural forms o f the 
present tense are identical to the imperative plural: Ålvdalsmålet hOrir, leelandie heyritJ, 

and French ecoutez. In this case, one would be forced to assume that cases of identity 
between an imperative form and the corresponding 2nd (as opposed to 1st) person form 
be seen as replacement or paradigm-intemal borrowing: Ålvdalsmålet, lcelandic, and 
French (and Yiddish too) simply do not have a real imperative plural form, but uses the 
2nd person plural of the present tense. This means that of all the languages discussed so 
far, only Faroese have a real imperative plural (which presumably is derived diachroni
cally from an old 2nd person plural of the present tense, cf. the leelandie form). 

Finall y, the third kind of objection that could be raised is that i t is not partic
ularly appealing to require the child to keep track of such a large amount of elements 
and verb forms during acquisition, given that the child presumably also has to form and 

predictions for the Ianguages he disensses remain the same. 

7Qne phenomenon might support the assumption inherent in Rohrbacher's analysis thai inftnitives are more 
basic or more relevant to the child than e.g. imperatives, namely the so-caUed root ( or optional) infmitive 
phenomenon: Yery young children often use inftnitive forms instead of finite forms. See Rizzi (1993), 
Wexler (1994) and references cited there. 
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test a number o f different hypotheses as to how much of the forms are part of the stem 
of a given verb or o f the inflectional morphology. I do however have to be careful w hen 
making this kind of criticism, as the alternative I am about to suggest in section 3 below 
also requires a fair amount of computation on the part of the acquiring child. 

3. Tense and agreement inflection 

For the conceptual reasons outlined in the previous section (2.5), it seems desirable to 
revise or replace Rohrbacher's (1994:109, 118, 128) version of the hypothesis, even if the 
predictions it makes are exactly the ones we would want it to make. I would like to 
suggest that such a new version of the hypothesis could be arrived at if we inelude in our 
considerations more tenses than the present. 

To extend the database to cover more tenses, here are the simple past 
paradigros of all the languages under consideration.8 

(9) hear, infmitive and simple past indicative: 

Eng1ish Danisb 

Infinitive hear høre 

Pas t 
1st s ing. hear-d hør-te 
2st sing. hear-d hør-te 
JSt sing. h e ar-d hør-te 

1st plur. h e ar-d hør-te 
2st plur. hear-d hør-te 
JSt plur. hear-d hør-te 

Ditterent l l 
forms 

Dut c h Frisian 

Inf. horen hearre(n)  

Pas t 
leg. hoor-d-e hear-d-e 
2sg. hoor-d-e hear-d-est 
Jag. hoor-d-e hear-d-e 

l pl.  hoor-d-en hear-d-en 
2pl. hoor-d-en hear-d-en 
J pl. hoor-d-en hear-d-en 

Forms 3 3 

Balling- Faroese A1vda1s- leelandie 
al1et al1et 

høyræ hoyra hor a heyra 

høyr-dæ hoyr-d-i hor-d-e heyr-0-i 
høyr-dæ hoyr-d-i hor-d-e heyr-0-ir 
høyr-dæ hoyr-d-i hor-d-e heyr-0-i 

høyr-dæ hoyr-d-u hor-d-um heyr-0-um 
høyr-dæ hoyr-d-u hor-d-ir heyr-0-uO 
høyr-dæ hoyr-d-u hor-d-e heyr-0-u 

l 2 3 5 

German Yiddish French 

horen her n ecouter 'listen' 

hor-t-e --- ecout-ais 
hor-t-est --- ecout-ais 
hor-t-e --- ecout-ait 

hor-t-en --- ecout-i-ons 
hor-t-et --- ecout-i-ez 
hor-t-en --- ecout-aient 

4 - 3 (l/2s=Js=Jp) 

8Thc Freocb si ngular and 3rd per s o n  plural forms icoutais, icoutais, icoutait, icoutaient are all p ro oounced 
tbe same: [eku'll! J. 
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Although all the paradigms are given here, they are not all considered in each of the 
foliowing sections: Faroese is only considered in 3.2 and the situation in Yiddish only in 
3.3. The three SOV-Ianguages Dutch, Frisian, and German are merely given for mor
phological comparison and will not be discussed at all. 

Piease notice that when I speak of tenses, I only refer to those tenses that 
consist of inflected forms of the main verb (synthetically realised), not to those that 
inelude e.g. auxiliaries (periphrastically realised). Thus I take the past tense heard to be 
a relevant tense, but I take the future tense will hear not to be a relevant tense in this 
sense. 

3.1 V"-to-1° movement iff inflection for tens e and agreement cooccur 

Trying to (re-)formulate the hypothesis that V0-tO-l0 movement is triggered by certain 
properties of the inflection of the finite verb, while focussing not only on agreement 
morphology but also on tense morphology, a first stab might be to say that V0-tO-l0 
movement is triggered by the occurrence of both tense morphology and agreement mor
phology on the same firrite form. 

Danish verbs (Iike Norwegian and Swedish) regardless of w bether they have 
tense morphology or not never have any agreement morphology. English firrite verbs 
have either tense morphology (past tense) or agreement morphology (present tense), 
but never both (as observed in Johnson 1990), and the same goes for Halllogmålet firrite 
verbs. Ålvdalsmålet, Icelandic, and French on the other band clearly have agreement 
morphology even on those verbs that have tense morphology, cf. the lp! forms 
Ålvdalsmålet (uir) hOr-d-um, leelandie (viiJ) heyr-IJ-um, French (nous) ecout-i-ons. 

However, when considering Faroese, it becomes clear that this first version 
of the hypothesis has to be revised, as the Faroese past tens e forms clearly have both 
tense morphology and agreement morphology, cf. the lpl form (vit) hoyr-d-u. 

3.2 V0-to-l0 movement iff inflection for person and tense cooccur 

Although Faroese past tense forms clearly have both tense morphology and agreement 
morphology, the agreement morphology is rather minimal: The regular verbs (the weak 
verbs) are only inflected for number and not for person in the past tense: There is only 
one form in singular, hoyrdi, and another in plural, hoyrdu. 

At first glance, this seems not to hold for the strong verbs, where not only 
tense (realised as a change in stem vowel) and number but also person is marked, as 2nd 

person singular is different from all the other forms: 1/3sg t6k, 2sg t6kst, 1/2/3pl t6ku. 

However, according to Lockwood 1955:81 and Haugen 1982:140, this 2sg ending, -st, is 
often not pronounced9 so that all three singular forms are the same, and the only distinc-

9He6in Meiti l (p.c.) suggests that leaving out the 2sg ending is typical of the southern dialects of Sandoy and 
Sulluroy. 
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tion inside the past tense is one of number. 
This last observation raises the question of which verbs are relevant: only 

weak verbs or also strong ones? modais and primary awdliaries as well? I shall follow 
Rohrbacher (1994:108), cited in (8) above, who only ineludes the "regular" verbs, where I 
take this to mean the productive paradigms, i.e. those paradigrus that new verbs follow 
("weak verbs" in the Germarric languages, the first conjugation in French). I shall 
nevertheless point out where differences or near-differences (as in the previous 
paragraph) would occur if also e.g. strong verbs were to count, whereas I shall take it for 
granted that the paradigrus of modal verbs or have and be are irrelevant. 

Returning to the Faroese paradigm(s), it is now possible to revise the for
mulation of our hypothesis as follows: V0-to-I" movement is only found in languages 
which have cooccurrence of person morphology (as opposed to number morphology) 
with tense morphology, i. e. outside the present tense. This is actually parallel to the sug
gestion of Holmberg & Platzack (1990:70), see section 2.3 above, except that I here 
apply it to forms with tense morphology rather than only to the present tense (where 
tense morphology is absent). 

Why should tense and person play a role but not number? Whereas number 
is an inflectional category in both the verbal system (conjugation) and the nominal 
system (deelination), tense and person are only inflectional categories in the verbal 
system. I take person not to be an inflectional category in the pronominal system but 
only in the verbal system: Whereas (they) hear and (she) hears are inflected forms of the 
same element, l, you or she are not (as opposed to I and me). 

However, there is still at least one language which is problematic: Yiddish 
has V0-tO-I0 mavement but no cooccurrence of person morphology with tense morphol
ogy, as Yiddish does not have any tense morphology marked by bound morphemes on 
the finite verb. 

3.3 V0-tO-I0 movement ifT tense never occurs without person 

In Yiddish, the difference between tenses is marked exclusively by auxiliaries 
(periphrastically), and, as opposed to all the other languages under discussion, not by 
bound morphemes (synthetically), cf. e.g. Weissberg (1988:135). Thus the past tense is 
realised identically to the present perfect (a distirretion can be made by inelucting e.g. the 
adverbial shoyn 'already'), and the past perfect is realised by means of two auxiliary 
forms ("double compound tense"): 

(10) Y i. a. Jonas hert dos lid 
Jonas hears the son g 

b. Jonas hot gehert dos lid 
Jonas has heard the son g (= 'Jonas heard the 

c. Jonas hot gehat gehert dos lid 

song') 

Jonas has had heard the song (= 'Jonas had heard the song') 
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The situation is parallel in Afrikaans and in all southern dialects of German (which are 
not directly relevant here, as they are all SOV). However, only in standard Yiddish does 
no verb have a (simple) past tense, whereas in Afrikaans (Donaldson 1993:222), 
southern dialects of German (Konig 1985:159, Fox 1990:188-189), and a few dialects of 
Yiddish (Marvin Herzog, p.c.), a few verbs have a pas t tense. 

v•-to-J• mavement is thus found not only in languages with cooccurrence of 
person morphology with tense morphology (Åivdalsmålet, Icelandic, and French), but 
also in at least one language with no tense morphology at all, namely Yiddish. In other 
words, if and only if a language has no tense-inflected finite forms without person mor
phology, it has v•-to-J• movement: The only languages where finite forms occur without 
person morphology are English, Danish, Hallingmålet, and (modem spoken) Faroese 
(and also N01wegian and Swedish). 

3.4 V0-to-JO movement iff all tenses are inflected for person 

The formulation of the hypothesis given in the previous section (3.3), repeated in (lla), 
is based on the observation that Yiddish has no tense morphology. A different observa
tion is that in its only tense, Yiddish makes clear person distinctions, cf. (4) above, which 
allows the alternative formulation (11b): 

( 1 1) An SV0-1anguage has v•-to-I• movement if and only if . . .  
a. tense morphology never occurs without person morphology 
b • • . •  person morphology is found in all tenses 

One argument against the formulation in (lla), is that it is irrelevant that 
Yiddish has person rnorphology in its present (and only) tense, as even languages 
without any person morphology whatsoever would be expected to have v•-to-J• 
movement, as long as they have no tense rnorphology. I find this corollary counterintui
tive, even if it may not have any testabte consequences: The closest we get is Afrikaans 
(which has no person morphology and no tense morphology in the relevant sense), but 
this is an SOV-language and thus eannot be checked for the presence or absence of 
v•-to-JD movement. 

If, on the other band, the formulation in (llb) is accepted, the reason why 
Yiddish has v•-to-J• mavement would be that it has person distinctions in all tenses (i.e. 
in its one and only tense, present), whereas a hypothetical SV O-version of Afrikaans or 
a hypothetical tense-less version of Danish would not be expected to have v•-to-J• 
movement. 

Another argument against the formulation in (l la) is that additional stipula
tions would be necessary to explain why children do not take e.g. leelandie t6k (1/3sg 
past of taka 'take', i.e. the tense morphology is a change in stem vowel, person and 
number morphology is absent) as an indication that leelandie does not have v•-to-1• 
movement, given that t6k is a tense-inflected form without any person morphology. 
Under (llb), the past tense paradigm of taka (t6k, t6k-st, t6k, t6k-um, t6k-utJ, t6k-u) 

could not possibly be taken as such an indication. However, forms such as t6k are only 
found in the strong verbs (see the weak paradigm in (9) above), and may therefore not 
be relevant at all, as was noted in section 3.2 above. 
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This argument is however valid for French, as forms with the properties 

discussed above appear in all French verb paradigrns: In e.g. lsg (j') ecout-ais [ eku'te ] 

'(I) listened', there is only one morpheme, and the question is whether this is a tense or a 

person ending. When comparing the past tense form to the present one (j') ecoute [e'kut] 

'(l) listen', it would seem that neither form has a person ending, and that the ending in 

the past is a tense ending (and that person and number are marked by the absence of 

relevant morphology). In that case, given the formulation in (lla), additional stipula

tions would be necessary to explain why children do not take tense-inflected forms 

without any person morphology as an indication that French does not have V0-t0-1° 

movement. Given the formulation in (llb), on the other band, no such problem arises, 

as person morphology clear ly is found in the Frencb past tense, even if it is not present 

on all forms (see the paradigm in (9) above). 

Based on the two arguments discussed above, I conclude that of all the for

mulations given in section 3 (which all take into consideration both agreement and 

tense), the most adequate one is the one in (llb). 

4. The diachronic evidence: the weakening of inflection and the loss of 
V"-to-1° movement 

In this section, the two competing views from section 2.5 (Robrbacher 1994) and from 

section 3.4 will be compared and applied to the diachronic evidence. Section 4.1 will 

discuss which tenses in wbich verbs are relevant for the hypothesis, and the foliowing 

sections will discuss the three langnages in which there is a reasonable amount of 

evidence concerning the Iass of V0-to-I" movement: English in 4.2, Danish in 4.3, and 

Swedish in 4.4. At least three more langnages (Faroese, Hallingmålet, and Norwegian), 

have lost V0-tO-I0 movement, but they will not be discussed below because not enough is 

known (to me, at Jeast) about this Iass or about the influence exerted by the administra

tive language (Danish in all three cases) at the time of the Iass. 

4.1 The two approaches and a restrietion on the tenses 

As discussed in section 2.5, Rohrbacher (1994) defends the formulation in (12), whereas 

in section 3.4, a different formulation was reached, namely the one in (13): 

{ 1 2 )  A language has V0-to-ro mavement if and only if i n  a t  least ane 
number of ane tense of the regular verbs, the person features [ lstl 
and [ 2nd] are both distinctively marked. (Rohrbacher 1994:108) 

{13) An SVO-language has V0-to-ro mavement if and only if person 
morphology is found in all tenses (Section 3.4 above) 

In other words, where the Rohrbacher analysis asks "Is there a tense where 1st and 2nd 

person ar e distinctively marked in singular or plural?'', the analysis advocated here asks 
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"Are all tenses inflected for person?". In both cases a positive answer entails the 
presence of V0-tO-I0 mavemen t. 

A question which has not been directly addressed so far is whether all tenses 
count for the purposes of (12) and (13), and if not, which anes count and which anes do 
not. Whereas i t bas already been said that only regular (weak) verbs are taken into con
sideration (cf. section 3.2), no similar restrietion has been placed as yet o n the different 
tenses of the weak verbs. For the languages considered so far, no such restrietion has 
been necessary, but when we consider the diachronic development, i t becomes necessary 
for the approach in (13) to disregard certain tenses: In English, the person distirretion is 
lost in the present and past subjunctive already in Old English (1/2/3sg hfere, 1/2/3pl 
hieren, from hieran 'hear', see among many others Mitchell & Robinson 1986:46, 48), 
whereas V0-to-I" mavement is not lost until araund 500 years later (see section 4.2 
below). As for Rohrbacher's (1994) approach, (12), this problem does not occur, only 
the tense with the most inflection is relevant, and this would seem to always be the 
present indicative. For the approach suggested here, (13), however, all tenses are 
relevant. 

I shall therefore have to take only "core" tenses into consideration (and as 
discussed in section 3.3. above only insofar as they are synthetically realised, not 
periphrastically), and disregard e.g. subjunctives. The conceptual justification for this 
mave is that presumably only the core tenses have been acquired (or encountered) by 
the child at the point where word arder is determined, whereas non-core tenses only 
come in much later. Furthermore, I suspect that in most cases subjunctive and other 
sirnilar tenses are learned rather than acquired, as witnessed by the many references in 
the literature as to the absence in the modem spoken language of e.g. the subjunctive in 
Faroese (Lockwood 1955: 137) or 'passe simple' and the pas t subjunctive in French 
(Confais 1978:14-15, Pedersen et al. 1980:335, Rougerie 1966:404, and many others). 

Concluding, the tenses that count for the purposes of (13) (and (12)) are 
those synthetically formed tenses of the regular (weak) verbs that are actually acquired 
rather than learned, i.e. presumably only simple present, simple past, and in French also 
the simple future. 

4.2 The history of Englis h 

The loss of V0-to-Io mavement in English is assumed to have taken place in "the early to 
rnid 16th century" (Rohrbacher 1994:162, based on Ellegård 1953 and Kroch 1989:222-
228) or "around 1575" (Roberts 1993:249, 302, Watanabe 1994:158, based an a different 
interpretation of Ellegård 1953 and Kroch 1989:223-224). Schaufele (1994:11-15) points 
out that cases of VO-to-1° mavement are relatively frequent in texts from as late as the 
end of the 17th century (an observation he then uses to question the link between the 
loss of VO-to-Io mavement and the weakening of verbal inflection). 

With respect to the loss of V0-tO-l0 movement, there does not seem to be any 
reason to assume any difference between northern and southern dialects.lO However, as 

tOSee Roberts (1993:266) on the northern dialects (the 15'h century northern examples with v•-to-J• 
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far as the history of the inflectional systems is concemed, there is a clear difference 
between the English spoken in the south of England (including the Midlands) and the 
English spoken in the north of England and in Scotland. 

Consider firs t the development o f the inflectional system in the south in con
nection with the predictions made by Rohrbacher's analysis, cf. (12). Compare the late 
Middle English and the Early Modem English paradigrns (based on Pinsker 1959:178, 

O'Neil 1978:265, Davis 1989:495-97, Roberts 1993:257, Strang 1970:201, Gorlach 
1991:85, 88, Schaufele 1994:4, and the entry under hear in the Oxford English Diction
ary): 

(14) hear, infmitive, imperatives, participlcs, and simple present and simple past indicative: 

late Middle English 
( 14th & 15th centuries) 

Earlh Modem English 
( 16t century ) 

Infinitive here (n)  hear (en) 

Imperative singul ar her (e)  h e ar 
Imperative plural hereth h e ar 

Present participle heringe hearing 
Pas t participle herd h e ard 

Fini te Present Pas t Present Pas t 

1st s ing . I her e herde I h e ar heard 
2st s ing. thou herest herdest thou hearst heardst 
3st s ing. h e hereth herde h e heareth heard 

1st plur. w e here ( n )  herde ( n )  w e hear (en) heard (en) 
2st p1ur. y e here(n) herde ( n )  y e hear (en) heard (en) 
3st p lur. thei here(n) herde (n)  they hear(en) heard (en) 

Different forms 4 3 3 2 

To Rohrbacher (1994:105, 148), the person features (1St) and [2nd] are both distinctively 
marked in the singular of the present tense in the Middle English paradigm, whereas in 
the Early Modem English paradigm, the person feature [1st] is no longer distinctively 
marked, as i t is identical to the infinitive.ll 

mavement cited by Roberts are verse rather than prose, but according to Gorlach 1991:18 no prose older 
t han the 161h century has survived). The statistical studies like Ellegård (1953) and Kroch (1989) do not dis
tinguish between northern and southern dialects. 

Urt is crucial to Rohrbacher (1994:105, 147) that the late Middle English infinitive ends in -en (to heren) and 
thereby differs from the simple present 1'1 person singular (/ here), as otherwise his analysis would predict 
the loss of V-to-r• mavement to take place already in late Middle English (see also section 2.5 above). 
However, as shown e.g. in Davis (1989:495) and Wyld (1927:262), from the 14'h century onwards there 
actually was an alternative infmitive form without this ending (to here ), which thus was identical to the 
simple present l" person singular. 

The question is whether for a particular form (like I here) to be distinctively marked it needs to 
differ from just one infinitive form ( e.g. to heren) or from all infmitive forms (i. e. both from to heren and 
from to here). It seems more plausibleto me that distinelive marking requires difference from all infmitive 
forms, in which case the above is a problem for Rohrbacher's analysis. 

Also, if difference from one infmitival form is enough, then Rohrbacher's analysis would predict 
that not even Early Modern English would have lost v• -to-r• movement, as also her e there are two alterna· 
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If Roberts (1993:302) is right both that English lost V0-to-I0 mavement 

"around 1575" and that the Early Modem English inflectional system had taken over 

already "early in the 16th century", then there may indeed be a gap of "more than half a 

century" between when we would expect V0-to-I0 movement to be lost under 

Rohrbacher's analysis and when it is actually lost. As pointed out by Watanabe 

(1994:158), this gap is particularly interesting when it is kept in mind that no such gap 

seems to occur in Swedish (cf. section 4.4). Roberts (1993:302-3) suggests that positive 

deelaralive do somehow becomes a "functional substitute" for strong inflection in trigger

ing VO-to-1" movement, and then V0-tO-I0 mavement is lost when this kind of do is lost 

again at the end of the 16th century. Watanabe (1994:170, n21) points out certain 

weaknesses of Roberts' explanation, and goes o n to suggest an alternative explanation 

(based on the phrase structure suggesled in Chornsky 1991 and the degree-0 learnability 

restrietion suggested in Lightfoot 1989, 1991), in which this difference is linked to the 

difference with respect to V2, allowing English (non-V2) to show such a gap, whereas 

Swedish (V2) should not. What we see in Middle Swedish and in English until 1500 is 

mavement to Agr0, but what we see in English 1500-1575 is only movement to Tns0, a 

distirretion which is reflected in the data by the surge in do-support in this period: If the 

finite verb must move to Agro, verb mavement is Jess costly (and therefore obligatory), 

whereas if the finite verb must move to Tnso, do-insertion is Jess costly (and therefore 

obligatory), Watanabe (1994:164). However, even though the sequence does never hear 
thus shows the linguist that T ns o is strong (as opposed to the sequence hears nev er which 

shows that Agro is strong), this does not count as evidence for the child. In a move that 

appears to me to be counterintuitive, Watanabe (1994:169) stipulates that the only 

evidence the child will accept for strong Tnso is the sequence hears never (which can only 

arise if Agro is strong!), and not does never hear (the only evidence for the child for a 

strong Agro is strong verbal inflections). Thus only one generation will be able to take 

Tns0 to be strong, namely the one which still receives its input from an older generation 

with strong Agro (i.e. which says hears never). The foliowing generation only gets input 

where Agro is weak and Tns0 strong, i.e. does never hear, which may suffice to show 

linguists that Tnso is strong, but not children, and as Agro is also weak (due to weak 

inflection), mavement of the finite verb is lost. 

I shall consider two further alternatives, although they may both amount to 

what Watanabe (1994:158) calls "trivializing the problem". One is that the dates may not 
be as far from each other as Roberts (1993:302) and Watanabe (1994:158) assume: It is 

not clear that the inflectional changes required by Rohrbacher did not happen 

sarnewhat later (Strang 1970:201 dates them to around 1550), and furthermore, as 

mentianed above, it is also not clear that the syntactic change did not happen somewhat 

earlier (see Rohrbacher's 1994:162 interpretation of Ellegård 1953 and Kroch 1989:222-

228). The other alternative is that "a more adequate formulation of rich agreement can 

be found" (Watanabe 1994:158), and in the foliowing I will argue that this is exactly what 

has been done in the preceding sections of this paper. 

tive infinitival forms (both to hear and to hearen ) ,  one of whi ch (though admittedly the less common one) 
differs from the simple present l" person singular (/ hear), Gorlach (1991:88) and Strang (1970:201). 
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Consider now the development of the inflectional system in the south in con

nection with the predictions made by the alternative analysis suggested in this paper, 

(13). As for the present tense of Early Modem English, given above, it is clear that this 

tense is not one with no person morphology in any of the six forms. As for the past tense, 

the last surviving inflection for person in the past tense is 2sg -st. According to Barber 

(1976:237) and Gorlach (1991:88), it is not lost until the 17th century (along with the 2nd 

sg. pronoun thou) , which is clear ly too late, irrespective of which of the two interpreta

tions of the syntactic evidence is taken. However, a different view is presented in Pyles 

(1964:205): Early Modem English past tense "had no personal endings save for 2nd sg 

-(e)st, which began to be lost in the 16th century" and in Strang (1970:203): By 1570 
"there was, as now, practically no distirretion of person, number, or mood in the pas t of 

any normal verb", cf. also that, as discussed in section 3.2, Faroese strong verbs are 

written with -st in 2sg, but this ending is not pronounced. If we now follow Pyles 

(1964:205) and Strang (1970:203) on the inflection and Roberts (1993:302) and 

Watanabe (1994: 158) o n the syntactic developments, the analysis suggested in this 

paper, which would lead us to expect that V0-tO-l0 mavement should be lost in the 

second half of the 16th century, thus makes the right prediction. 

In other words, due to the difficulty in dating the syntactic changes, neither 

Rohrbacher's analysis nor the alternative one can be shown to make unwanted predic

tions for (southern) English (although, as discussed in footnote 11 above, the former 

may have a problem in connection with the form of the infinitive). 

Consider finally the development of the inflectional system in the north of 

England and in Scotland (bas ed o n O'Neil 1978:265, Pinsker 1959:178, Schaufele 

1994:4): 

(15) hear, infmitive, imperatives, participles, and simple present and simple past indicative: 

northern late Middle English 
(14th & 1sth centuries) 

Infinitive her (e ( n ) ) 

Imperative singular her ( e )  
Imperative plural heres 

Present participle herande 
Past participle herd 

Fini te Present 

18t sing. 
28t sing. 
38t sing. 

1st plur. 
2st plur-
38t plur. 

Different forms 

I her (e)  
thou heres 
h e heres 

w e her es 
y e her es 
thei heres 

2 
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Pas t 

herd e 
herdes t 
herde 

herde(n) 
herde (n)  
herde (n)  

2 



Because of the Jack of distinctions in the northern late Middle English present tense 
paradigm, Rohrbacher (1994:162-64), cf. also (12), makes a different prediction here 
compared to the southern case discussed above. The prediction is that in the North 
already late Middle English (14th and 15th centuries) should have lost v•-to-1" 
mavement and thereby precede the rest of English by about a century. However, both 
Rohrbacher (1994:163) and Roberts (1993:266) take the syntactic evidence to show that 
northem late Middle English had v•-to-1• mavement The alternative analysis suggested 
in this paper, (13), does not make this unwanted prediction. Both the simple present and 
the simple past are inflected for person, and thus V"-to-1• mavement is expected to take 
place. 

4.3 The history of Danis h 

The loss of v•-to-1• mavement in Danish took place between 1300 and 1700, but a more 
exact date has yet to be deterrnined. However, even a cursory check of late 15th century 
texts turns up a number of examples of v•-to-I• mavement but no clear examples of 
absence of v•-to-1" movement, due to interference from OV-order and from stylistic 
fronting (see Platzack 1988:225-27 and Falk 1993:178-88 for Swedish, Vikner 1995:161-

62 for Danish, and references cited there).12 Thus it seems that Haugen's (1976:3 11) 

dating of this loss between 1350 and 1550 may be sarnewhat early, which may at least 
partly be due to examples with stylistic fronting not having been disregarded. 

The predictions of the two approaches under discussion are identical and 
both seemingly problematic. For both, the inflectional system had reached the required 
degree of simplification already araund 1350: the present tense only had number distinc
tic ns, and the past tense had neither number nor person distinctions. Compare the 
Middle Danish paradigm to that of the preceding stage, Old Danish (based on Bertelsen 
1905:43, 95-97, 171-72, Skautrup 1944:273-74, Karker 1974:25, Haugen 1976:209): 

12Rohrbacher (1994:173) cites a late 15th century example taken from Vilmer (1991:156) as one of""the frrst 
clear instances of V in situ', even tbough Vilener (1991:156) points out that tbis example can also be derived 
in a grammar with V"-to-1• mavement by means of stylistic fronting (a possibility considered for Swedisb in 
Rohrbacher 1994:171). 
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(16) judge, infinitive, imperatives, participles, and simple present and simple past indicative: 

01d Danish Midd1e Daniøh 
( around 1050) ( around 1350) 

Infinitive døma dømæ 

Imperative singular døm døm 
Imperative plural døm i O dørnær 

Present participle dømandi dørnændæ 
Pas t participle dørnOr dømdær 

Fini te Present Pas t Present Pas t 

1st s ing . j ak døm i dømOa i ak dørnær dømdæ 
2et sing. p u døm ir dømOir p u dørnær dømdæ 
3st s ing. han n døm ir dømOi han dørnær dømdæ 

1st plur . vi t dømum dømOum w i dømæ dømdæ 
2st plur. i t døm i O dømOuO i dørnæ dømdæ 
JBt plur. per døm a dømOu pe dømæ dømdæ 

Ditferen t forms s 6 2 l 

Under Rohrbachers analysis, cf. (12), in no number of any Middle Danish tense are the 
person features (1St] and [2nd] both distinctively marked. Under the alternative 
suggested in this paper, (13), this stage of Danish has not only one but two core tenses 
with no person morphology in any of the six forms. 

Thus both approaches would expect this stage to have lost V0-tO-I0 
rnovement, and Danish therefore does not provide evidence in favour of one approach 
over the other, both analyses would lead us to expect V0-tO-I0 mavement to be lost 
already around 1350, which may be 100-200 years too early. 

4.4 The history of Swedish 

The loss of V0-tO-I0 movement in Swedish has been the object of much more detailed 
studies than the case was for Danish, and has been dated to the 16th century (Platzack 
1988:232, Falk 1993:176-177).13 

13In her study af bistorical Swedisb syotax, Falk (1993:196-99) develops an analysis of wben V"-to-1• 
mavement may andfor must be lost. Sbe suggests that ii tbe ftn.ite verb bas person and number distinctions, 
tben r• is a gavernor ( malting V"-to-r• mavement possible) and tben tbe content of 1• is not recoverable 
( malting it impossible for tbe verb to remain in v•). If only number dislinetions are made, tben r• is still a 
gavernor (V•-to-r• possible) but tben the content of J• is recoverable (tbe verb may remain in V"). Finally, ii 
neilher person nor number dislinetions are made, tben r· is not a gavernor cv•-to-r• impossible) and the 
content of r• is recoverable (tbe verb may remaio in v•). In other words, Falk' s analysis allows for a stage in 
which v• -to-r• m ovement is optional, namely wben number but not person dislinetions are f o und, in arder to 
account for the faet thai this mavement is found as late as tbe 17'h centory in Swedisb (Falk 1993:177). 

However, even ii we accept for the sake of argument, t bat e.g. Early Modern Swedish, Faroese, and 
Early Modem English have optional V"-to-r• movement, the predictions made by Falk's analysis are less 
tban optimal. Not only would Frencb, Yiddisb, Icelandic, Ålvdalsmålet, Old Swedish, Old Danisb, and 
Middle English (correctly) be expected to have obligatory v•-to-r• movement, but also Faroese (as Falk 
berself admits, 1993:198, n25) and Early Modern English (both of whicb eitber have no v•-to-J• or at most 
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Also when applied to the history of Swedish, the predictions of the two 
different approaches under discussion are identical. In Early Modem Swedish (which 
begins in 1526, the firs t publication in Swedish of the New Testament), the situation was 
completely parallel to the Danish situation in 1350 discussed above, and the condusion 
is therefore also the same. The present tense only had number distinctions and the past 
tense had neither number nor person distinctions. Compare the Early Modem Swedish 
paradigm to that of the preceding stage, Middle Swedish (based on Bergman 1968:51, 

55-56, Falk 1993:155, Wessen 1970:272, 282, 293): 

(17) demand, infmitive, imperatives, participles, and simple present and simple past indicative: 

Middle Swedish Earl� Modem Swedish 
(14th cent . )  ( 16t century) 

Infinitive kræfia krav a 

Imperative singul ar kræ f krav 
Imperative plural krævin kraver 

Present participle kræfiandi kr a vande 
Pas t participle kratper krav t 

Fini te Present Pas t Present Pas t 

1st s ing. i ak kræfer krafpi i ag kraver kravde 
2st s ing. p u kræfer krafpi t u kraver kravde 
3st s ing. han kræfer krafpi han kraver kravde 

1st plur. vi kræfum krafpum vi krav a kravde 
2st plur. i kræfin krafpin I krav a krilvde 
3Bt plur. per kræ f i a krafpu de krav a kravde 

Different forms 4 4 2 l 

Under Rohrbacher's analysis, cf. (12), in no number of any tense of Early Modem 
Swedish are the person features pst) and [2°d] both distinctively marked. Under the 
alternative suggested in this paper, (13), Early Modern Swedish has not only one but two 
tenses with no person morphology in any of the six forms. Thus both approaches would 
expect this stage to have v•-to-J• movement, and Swedish does not provide evidence in 
favour of one approach over the other, both analyses would lead us to expect VO-to-r• 
mavement to be lost in the first half of the 16th century, which is consisten t with the 
syntactic data. 

optional V"-to-1') and also Modern English (which defmitely has no V'-to-1'). Also, not only would Early 
Modern Swedish and Middle Danish (arguably correctly) be expected to have optional v•-to-I' movement, 
but also HalJingmålet (which seems to have no V'-to-1'). The only languages expected not to have any 
V"-to-I' mavement would be modem Danish, Norwegian and Swedish. 
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4.5 Summary of the historical development 

Summing up sections 4.2-4.4 o n the diachronic evidence, the two approaches 
make exactly the same predictions as far as Danish and Swedish are concerned. 
Depending on a eloser study of Danish, the predictions for Danish (V0·to-JO mavement 
from araund 1350) rnight be wide of the mark, whereas the predictions for Swedish seem 
to be more or less correct. 

When it comes to English, the predictions differ. As for southern English, 
neither approach can be shown to make unwanted predictions (although, as mentianed 
in footnote 11, Rohrbacher's approach may have a problem in connection with the form 

of the infinitive). As for northern English, it was clear that the data presented a problem 
for Rohrbacher {1994:162-64) but not for the analysis defended in this paper. 

S. Condusion 

After considering a number of different ways of formutating the connection between the 
strength o f verbal inflectional morphology and the obligatory mavement o f the finite 

verb to r• (i.e. to the left of a media! adverbial or of negation), two main alternatives 
were established: 

( 18 )  A language has v•-to-r• movement i f  and only i f  i n  at least one 
number of one tenae of the regular verba, the person features [ lstl 
and ( 2nd] are both distinctively marked. (Rohrbacher 1994:108) 

( 19 )  An SVO-language has v•-to-r• movement i f  and only i f  person 
morphology is found in all tenses (Section 3.4 above) 

In other words, where the Rohrbacher analysis asks "Is there a tense where 1st and 2nd 

person are distinctively marked in singular or plural?'', the analysis advocated here asks 
"Are all tenses inflected for person?". In both cases a positive answer entails the 
presence of v•-to-1• movement. 

As far as the empirical consequences for the present-day languages are 
concerned, the two approaches seem to make the same predictions. Only when the 
diachronic evidence is included, do empirical differences appear: The analysis advocated 
here seerns to do better than the one suggested by Rohrbacher (1994:108) with respect 
to the (late) Middle English spoken in the north of Great Britain, and depending on 
various interpretations, maybe also with respect to the (late) Middle English spoken in 

the south. 

As for conceptual advantages of one approach over the other, i t was claimed 
in section 2.5 that i t was conceptually unmotivated why in Rohrbacher's analysis the "dis

tinctive" (1st and 2nd person) forms have to differ from each other, from the 3rd person 
form, and from the infinitive, but not from any other forms in the rest of the paradigm, 
e.g. the imperative. It was also pointed out that including the imperative would lead to 
unwanted empirical consequences for e.g. Yiddish. In the approach developed in this 
paper, a different restrietion is introduced on which tenses are relevant for the purposes 
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of (19), namely only simple present, simple past, and simple future (as the tenses must 
also be synthetically inflected, the past tense is irrelevant in Yiddish, and the future 

tense is only relevant in French). I would however like to claim that this latter restrietion 
is not conceptually unmotivated, as it is meant to exelude those tenses that are leamed 
rather than acquired (subjunctive, French 'passe simple', etc.) and therefore presumably 
not available to the child during language acquisition. There is no similar reason to 
suppose that e.g. the singular imperative is not available to the child during language 
acquisition (probably on the contrary). 

A potential problem for both analyses has to do with the default situation, i. e. 
with what happens when the child does not encounter any relevant evidence. Under the 

Rohrbacher analysis, the child must assurne the absence of v•-to-I• movement unless 

she finds "a tense where 1st and znd person are distinctive in singular or plural". Under 
the approach developed in this paper, the child must assume the absence of v•-to-I• 

movement unless she finds "that all core tenses are inflected for person". The dialects 
discussed in the appendix, which have (obligatory or optional) v•-to-1" movement but no 
strong inflection, thus pose a problem to both approaches: How it is possible for the 

child to change from the default into v•-to-I• movement without the appropriate trigger 
(Rohrbacher: distinctive (l stj and [2nd] person features, this paper: presence of person 
inflection in all core tenses)? 

In tbis paper, I hope to have sbown that tbe bypothesis I have suggested 
(V"-to-I• movement iff all core tenses have person morphology) represents an improve
ment over previous suggestions botb empirically and conceptually. 

Appendix. Dialects with V'-to-1° movement but with weak inflection 

Platzack & Holmberg (1989:73-74) and Roberts (1993:268) take the relationship 

between strong verbal inflection and v•-to-I• movement to be an implication ("if') rather 
than an equivalence ("if and only if'). Stated in terms of the approach advocated here, 

tbeir point is that while i t is true that if all core tenses of an SV O-language are inflected 
for person, then this language also has v•-to-I• movement, it does not bold that if a 

language has V"-to-I• movement, then all its core tenses are inflected for person. 
The evidence cited in botb works comes from tbe dialeet of Swedish spoken 

in Kronoby in western central Finland. This dialeet has no person or nurnber dislinetions 
at all (like Danish and standard Swedish), but nevertheless seems to have v•-to-I• 
movement, as the verb precedes the adverbial in an embedded clause of the type that 
clearly is not V2 in Danish (and standard Swedish): 

_r_• __ � v• 
( 20 )  a. Kb .  He va bra et an tsofft int boetsen 

b. Da. *Det var godt at han købte ikke bogen 
c .  Da. Det var godt at han ikke købte bogen 

It was good that he (bought) not (bought) book-the 

((20a) from Platzack & Holmberg (1989:74, (43)) 

A parallel example brought to my attention by Christer Platzack is the dialeet 
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of Norwegian spoken in Tromsø in northern Norway. This dialeet also has no person or 
number distinctions at all (like Danish and standard Norwegian), but nevertheless data 
with V'-to-Io mavement in contexts where embedded V2 is impossible are reported by 
Iversen (1918:83, 84): 

E_ � v• 
(21 ) a .  Tr. Vi va' bare tre støkka, før det at han N il sen kom ikkje 

b. Da. •vi var kun tre stykker fordi ( at )  ham Nielsen kom ikke 
c .  Da. Vi var kun tre stykker fordi (at) ham Nielsen ikke 

We were only three because that h e N il sen (came) not 

� � v· 
( 2 2 )  a .  Tr. Han kom så se in t at dørvakt a vilde ikkje slæppe 

b. Da. *Han kom så sent at dørvagten ville ikke s lippe 
c .  Da. Han kom så sent at dørvagten ikke ville slippe 

H e came so la te that guard-the (would) not (would) let 

However, I do not think that the data from Kronoby and Tromsø make it 
necessary to change "if and only if' in (19) to "if', which would result in the weaker for
mulation "An SV O-language has V0-tO-l0 mavement if person morphology is found in all 
tenses". The reason is that at least the Tromsø data are of a different nature from the 
other languages with V0-t0-!0 movement: Whereas finite verbs always occur before the 
sentence adverbial or the negation in French, Yiddish, and Icelandic14, this arder is 
merely possible in Tromsø, but it is not even the most common one. This is explicitly 
stated in Iversen (1918:83, 84), which also ineludes many examples of the other order, 
i. e. the finite verb foliowing the sentence adverbial or the negation: 

H!!!l...._ v• 
( 2 3 )  Tr. a .  Han som ikkje vil høre, han må føle 

He who not will hear, he must feel 

� v· 
b .  at dæm ikkje måtte klive op på det taket 

that they not could climb up onto that roof 

(from Iversen 1918:95, 98) 

As for whether the situation in Kronoby is like the one in Tromsø or like the one in 
French, Yiddish, and Icelandic, not enough is known about it at the present time to draw 
any condusions one way or the other. 

14AJthough SigurOsson (1989:44) discusses some leelandie cases of tbe linite verb foliowing an adverbial or a 
negation. 
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kom 
(came) 

han inn 
ham ind 
ham ind 
him in 
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